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INTRODUCTION
The shielding problem with a nuclear reactor results from the emission of neutrons and gamma rays from the reactor core.

Other forms of

radiation coming from the core are stopped in a very short distance by
almost any material and have no effect on the overall dose rate.

I11

order to reduce the dose rate, it is necessary to place material and
distance between the source and the detector or person to be shielded.
This combination can be varied as to :materials, allowable dose rates and
distance until the desired combination is attained.

Characteristics of

the radiation are such that a heavy material is most effective in attenuating gamma rays and an hydrogenous material is most effective in slowing down neutrons.

Since the greatest neutron hazard results from fast

neutrons, the slowing down of the fast neutrons is more important a consideration than the actual capture of the neutron itself.

Some slowing

down is contributed by the heavy element l>ecause of inelastic scattering,
but this is a small amount when compared to the efficiency of a hydrogen
collision.

Since the attenuation of both types of radiation is dependent

on the atom density of the respective materials, there seems to be little

chance of discovering a single, light, inexpensive material that could
stop both radiations in a very short distance.

Because of the character-

istics mentioned above, the typical shield has always consisted of a
heavy component and a light component.

The heavy component usually has

been lead, irou~ or a combi11ation of the two.

The light component has

normally been an hydrogenous material, the most popular being water and

concrete because of abundance and price considerations.

Both are high
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in hydrogen content, and water has the added advantage of also being used
as a coolant for the shield and for the reactor.
With the rapidly increasing usage of nuclear power, mobile power
plants will have to be designed practically a.s well as economically.

A

prima.ry consideration in the design of a mobile plant is the overall
weight, most of which is the shield weigh~.

As a result studies involv-

ing the minilllizing of shield weight are necessary.

In stationary plants

where weight was of no real consequence, economic factors were the prime
guidelines for ehosing a shield material.

In a mobile reactor plant, the

shield weight ma.y well be a greater concern than the cost of the ma.teriaJ.s
used.

Prime examples of this case are the possible space applications

for reactors in manned laboratories in orbit or located on the 1noon where
ea.ch pound weight costs more to transport ·than the initial cost of the

material.

Any bulk material needed :must be light and the most efficient

a.va.ilable.

In order to obtain this in a. practical situation, it is

necessary to discover the most accurate means of calculation tor minimum
weight.

Past experience has been to add a safety factor to the shield

thickness sufficient to more than cover any gaps in the theory.

Since

this extra weight could be prohibitive in a :minimum weight situation~ it
is necessary to reduce the a.mount of this safety factor by supplementing

the theory with empirical data.
In this investigation, various combinations of materials are studied
in a three component shield to determine the minimum weight combinations.
The removaJ. cross section concept (which has evolved as a combination o-:f

theory and experimental data) is used tor the neutron attenuation.

The
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shield considered is spherical with a point source in a central void.
The central void was included. to allow for expansion to a volume source
distribution.
attenuation.
computer.

Secondary grunma emission was ignored in the neutron
The investigation was carried out using an IBM 360 digital
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE
As reactors become more common i11 daily use, many more applications
for ,chis power are being sought.

Since many o:f these applica.tious would

require a. mobile reactor, it has become necessary to develop a sllield
tha.t is both effective aud light weight.

When the first a;tomic reactor

was started up, little wa.s known about shield design.

In order to insure

persoiu1el safety, early shields were designed with great conservatism s.nd
they

performed well (l).

Using the o'i)served radiation J.evels from these

early shields, physicists were able to draw some conolusions a.bout the
:perf'o1·1na.nce of shielding materials , but for several years there wa.e no
push to o·bta.in shieJ.ding de.ta.

This wa.s a result ot a. la.ck of knowledge

of cross sections as well as greater concentration on the core considera-

tions (2).

In recent years there has been an emphasis on light weight

as well as low cost shields, thus requiring that the excesses of early
shields be reduced to a. minimum.
Because the theory of shielding is not yet exact enough ·co allow a

design to be compl.etely analytical, a combination of theor-,1 and experimental data. can be used to obtain a. much more exa.et calculation (l,3,4).
One such semi-empirical theory was first in·t;roduced by Albert and Welton,

a portion of which was the reill.Oval cross section concept (5).

This con-

cept takes observed attenuation properties of a material a.nd ma.tcl1.es them
to a theoretical erponential attenuation form.

The result is the deter-

mination of an artii'1cia.l cross section tlla.t is usable within the limita-

tions of the concept.

Ba.sicaJ.l.y this limitation is the required presence

of hydrogenous material with a minimum of 45 cm (3).

The removal cross
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section has a value slightly less than the total. cross section for the
material. ( 2) ..

One variable that has a considerable effect on the overall shield
weight is the al.lovable dose rate outside the shielde

For ea.ch factor

ot ten increase in attenuation of radiation, the cost of the shield is
increa.sed by a.bout 15% (2).
portions.

Weight increase would be in similar pro-

If the allowable dose rate can be increased above the maximum.

permissib1e, the saving would be considerable.

This could be allowed if

there were areas ot the shield that were only accessible du.ring periods
when the reactor was shut down or if accessibility was not required
during operation.

A careful study of the particular layout of each

reactor system could save considerable weight, size, and cost.

The

me.xi.mum allowed dosage for continuous exposure is 2.5 mrem/hr for a 40
hour work week (l).

This factor can be increased tor short periods of

time if necessa.rys so shield areas where constant supervision is not

required could have higher dose rates*

Where no personnel need be pre-

sent, there is no maximum biological. dose rate, but other factors would

determine the dose rate requirements.

Some of these considerations a.re

radiation de.m.&ge to equipment~ activation of surrounding material, a.nd
main•tenance problems created by the high radiation levels after shut...

down. (l}

Where areas a.re not accessible by personnel~ the dose rate

should never exceed 1000 times the maxim.um permissible dose level (2).
In this investigation, a. power reactor was a.ssum.ed and the dose l.evel a.t
the shiel.d surf'aae was pl.aced at 200 mr/hr.

This is not considered to be
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excessive since the :maximum exposure for gy 13 week period is 3 rems,
and workers .would only be exposed for emergency maintenance (3).
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The pr:i.mary' objective of this investigation was to study weight

optimization of a. reactor shield by variation ot thicknesses of materials
in the shield.

The materials chosen were the more common shielding

materials under consideration or in use tod.9¥ so that some check on the

calculations would be possible from known data.
traditional ga;anna. shield in use.

Lead is by far the most

Iron has been used in reactor shields,

usu.aJ..ly laminated with water for cooling and neutron attenuation.

Uranium

ha.e n.ot 'been used to any degree as a shield material in the pa.st, most
probably because of ·the economic ta.ct ors.

In the shield eon:figura.tion,

one or two meta.ls followed by water or concrete could be used.

The com-

binations chosen tor this investigation were lead-iron!> uranium-lead!>
and u.ran:i:wn-iron, each with water a.s the outer layer to satisfy the
removal. cross section concept..

Minimum. water thickness wa.s 45 em.

'l'he

thickness wa.s increased in successive runs until the minimum weight conditions were exceeded by a.n acceptable margin.

A seeonda.ry objective was to examine the relative dose rates tor
the gamma and neutron radiation contributions.

The total dose rate at

ea.eh eaJ.eula.tion point wa.s subdivided into neutron and gfi'JJllm&, contribu-

tions for comparison.

For the ga.:mma. source, the radial dose is reduced by inverse square
spreading.

With a. source strength of Sand a sphere radius of r, the

source strength at any given distance would be
2

= S/4wr ·

The exponential law of attenuation is used for the gs.mm.a. rays in the
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various materiaJ.s.
$=Se

Therefore,

-µx 4 2
/ ffr

In this equation,µ is the attenuation coefficient for the material in
use and xis the material thickness.
tial terms are additive.

For multiple layers, the exponen-

The attenuation coefficient,µ, is used as a

macroscopic cross section varying with the material in use and the energy
of the gamma rays.

These values were obtained from Blizard (1) and check-

ed against other published values for accuracy (6 ) .

Since aJ.l gammas are

not removed completely with each collision, a correction must be made for
those scattered by the Compton process.
build up factor.

This correction i s included in a

Several methods of obtaining these factors exist, but

the most accuracte method of computation over the energy range under consideration is that by Capo (7) as determined in a study by Rohach * .

The

basic computer program was modified to include computation of these
coefficients for any given energy breakdown.

The flux equation then

becomes

It was discovered that an additional correction was necessary in the
computation of the build up factors in order for the theoretical values
to more closely approach the observed values .

These corrections were

published by Berger and Doggett (8) and were included in the original
gamma subroutine.
For the neutron dose calculation, the removal cross section theory

*Rohach, A. F. , ISU , Ames, I owa.

attenuati on .

Private Communication.

Computer program for gamma ray

1966.
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of attenuation was used because the shield layout lends itself to this
theory and because the theory is easy to work with.

Use of this theory

requires a layer of material followed by a. layer ot water ( about 45 cm) •
Since a. l.ight ma.terial mu.st be used to stop the neutrons, this limitation
was not serious. An exponential attenuation of neutro:13,s is assumed using
this theory.

Neutrons ere not absorbed in an exponential :fashion, but

there is a. combination of processes involved which give an approxima.te

exponential attenuation.
fa.st or high energy group.

The greatest hazard from the :neutrons is the
fhere:f'ore, if the neutrons ere slowed down

to ther.ma.J. energies, the dose rate is greatly reduced.

Primary energy

loss occurs upon collision with a. light nucleus, but heavy atoms can also
slow neutrons down with inele.stic collisions.

In an inelastic collision

with lead or iron, a 2 Mev nautron can lose up to half of its energy {4).

El.astic collisions with heavy elements do not decrease energy ett':i.ciently,

but these collisions do ca.use the neutrons to take e. more lengthy route
decreasing the escape probability and increasing the collision probability.
When the e;bove effects are combined with the absorption of the thermal
neutrons by a. water J.a.yer, the overall shield effect is similar to what
would be predicted using an exponential decrease.

The attenuation 'cross

section' is a number obtained by a combination of theoretical and observed
data and many values have been pu'b1ished.

Macroscopic cross sections were

obtained from Gla.sstone and Sesonske for the meta.ls used (3).

For the

neutron case a.sin the ga.mme. case, inverse square spreading occurs as a.
result o:r geometry and the attenuation terms are additive (l).

For the

theory t~ be applied , it is necessary that a fission spectrum of neutrons
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be the source and that hydrogenous :material be present, although it is
not necessary that it be confined to an outer layer of the shield.

The

theory can also be used it' the hydrogenous me:terial is dispersed wi.th

the heavy material. in the shield (5).
The neutron f'l'UJ!.: at the outer edge of the shield is determined by
ta..1.ting the flux for a. pure water shield of the thickness to be used and

then multiplying that by the appropriate exponential terms for the heavy
material.a (3).

+=

The formula. therefore becomes

4\m.ter e

-Ez

where I: is the relllOva.l cross section and z is the metal thiclr..ness.

An

equation to determine the flux throug.'>i ·!:;he water shield is given {3) a.s
water

=

_t_ (0 •892e,..Q .129r
4trr2

+ 0 •J.08e -0 •091r)
.

The overall formula tor the neutron attenuation therefore becomes
qi

= ..J!na" (O.892e...Q.l29r + O.108e-0 .09lr)e-( tzl+Ez2)
4,rr

It was this formula that as employed in the neutron dose subroutine.

In order to make the neutron and gamma terms additive tor total dose
considerations, it was necessa.ry- to determine the relationship between
the roentgen and the rem.

According to Glasstone and Sesonske (3), a.

2

.

neutron flux ot 280 n/em sec at thermal energies is equivalent to l
mrem/h.r.

'l'here:f'ore the neutron dose ra.te in mrem/h.r is

dose is computed in r/b.r.

The gam:me.

:Bock.well (9) defined a. rem as a rep times RBE

with BEE for gamma. rqs equal to one.

Rockwell a.lso states that in

tissue, rep and rare approximately equivalent at 93 ergs/f!J!J..

From this

it follows that r and rem ca;.n be used interchangeably in the case of gam111a,

ll
rays incident on tissue as in this ease without decreasing the accuracy
ot the result.

Initial calculations indicated that the neutron contribution would
be considerably less than the gamma.

Therefore the program was expt,,nded

to allow for up to 20 energy groups of gammas looking tor some meaningtul
data. from the dose ratios of' the various groups.
showed the neutron contribution to be significant.

Subsequent calculations
The program was

therefore reduced to tour groups beea.use ot the approximation in the
neutron calculations and to conserve time on the IBM 360 computer.

'?he

tour groups used were the l, 2, 4, and 6 Mev groups tor vrhich data. were
readily available (l,6).
The source to dose ratio used in all eases was 0.2 mrem/wa.tt which
maintained the thielmesses of the various materials within the 20 mtp
limit of the build up factors.

The program was set up to ealcul.a.te the

radii and the weight of' the various layers and deternline the weight ratio
o:f' ea.eh layer to the total..

Two component graphs were then ma,de with

the water thickness a. constant.,

From these curves, it was possible to

plot constant weight points on a. triangular plot using the weight percent
of ea.ch ma.terial.
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DISCUSSION OF RESULTS
The first set ot data presented is the uranium-lead data shown on
Figures l and 2.

As evidenced by the triangular graph, the minu:mum

weight combination for these components :falls along the uranium-water
Note that the minimum point faJ.ls on the uranium-water curve.

axis.

The

spacing of the constant weight lines indicates that small changes in
composition would result in correspondingly sma.ll changes in the overall
,reight.

Figure 2 is a represents.tive two component graph used to pro-

duce the three component constant weight graph.
is for 61 em of water.

This partieula.r graph

Note that a. sm.a.::Ll increase in the weight percent

of water initial.l;r results in a considerable reduction 1n overall shield
As the water thieklless increases, the reduction becomes less.

weight.

The next data. set presented is lead-iron data displayed in Figures
3 and 4.

The most not.able change between this and the preceding data is

the location of the minimum. weight point.

For this particular combina-

tion~ the minimum weight point is shifted towards the light material.
a.xis.

The curves near the minimwn a.re very flat indicating that the

exa.et composition is not extremely critical., but (Iompositions toward the
iron-water a.xis show a. rapid increase in weight as the axis is approached.
Composition is not as eritioal. in the opposite direction.

In the repre-

sentative two component graph for this combination, there is a. minimum
in the eurve that was not evident with the uranium-lead eombinatione
This is a result of the position of the minimum for the three components.
This graph is for 51 cm of water.

The final. data set presented in Figures 5 and 6 is for a. uranium-iron
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combination.

present.

Again the minimum. point is obtained with three components

Because of the efficiency of the uranium as a. shield, the

minimum point falls closer to the heavy a.xis.

As

before, the exact

composition in the vicinity of the point is n.ot critical, but the weight

increases sharply as the a.mount of light metal is increased..

The dif-

f'erenee in weight between the minimum weight point shown and the minimum
point on the uranium-water a.xis is approxiui.a.tely fifty kilograms.

The

representa:tive t1ro component graph here is for 53 em of water and is
very silnila:r to ·the lead-iron giraph.
Ta.ble l.

Minimum weights and compositions for three componeat data.

Shield weight (kg)

Weight percent
Uranium

xx

76.5
11.4

Lead

Iron

Water

12.6

24.;
xx

62.9
23.5

xx
xx

10

3832

3175
3097

12.6

A comparison is shown in Figure 7 between uranium and lead wbiell are
used individually as shie.lds in eon.junction with water.
much superior to the lead from a weight comparison.

The uranium is

The rela.tive differ-

ence in e:t:f':i.cieney decreases as the weight percent of tfa.ter increases

because of the inefficiency of the water as a gamm.a. shield.

In Figure 8

uranium and lead as individual shields is a.gain shown.

In this ease,

total shield radii for the two m.a:terials a.re compared.

The ura.r.Lium

results :in a. more compact shiel.d thus allowing a space savings a.tau
installation.
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Table 2.

Corresponding weights for uranium and lead shields (kg)

Weight percent

Uranium.

Water

;o

Lead

4900
4300
3980

3940
3510
3230
3175

60
70
80
90

4120

4140

Program output was provided giving the relative dose rate from gamma.
and neutron sources for ea.eh eaJ.cu.lation point.

At low weight percents

of' water, the neutron dose was the contro.lling factor~

As

the weight

percent ot wa:ter increased, the dose values equalized and then the gamma

dose beca.me the controlling dose.
lead and uranium respectively.

Figures 9 and 10 show this etfect :for

Data. tor the graphed points a.re repro-

duced in the table below.
Table 3.

Relative dose rate contributions for g8.1i1.1Jla. and neutron sources
for uranium and lead shields
Weight percent

Water

Lead

Uranium

0.6335
0.7334
0.7584
0.7806
0.8593

o.4034
0.62;8
0.7138
0.8094
0.8882
0.9283

Gamma. dose
mr/wa.tt

Neutron dose
mr/watt

o.01cn

0.18038

0.06495
0.0824

0.J.3524
0.1167

0.09966
0.15973

0.09938
0.03941

o.o

0.200

0.00166

0.00971
0.05442

0.1406
0.17747

0.198
0.19115

0.146

0.060

0.0217
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The cross over point tor the lead is approximately 78% water by weight
a.s can be seen from the table and the figure.

approxima.tely- 85% water by weight.

Uranium cross over is a.t

Those portions ot the curves away

from the cross over point are dott.ed because of the uncertainty of shape.
The dose rates from eaeh ot the four gamma groups were computed as
fractions of the total a.t ea.eh calculation.

group dose rate wa.s the largest.

In both cases, the 4 Mev

The complete breakdown is shown in the

following table.

Table 4.

Dose ratios for gamma energy groups in uranium and lead shields

Uranium Shield

Water
%
61 0.7510
65 0.8094
75 0.8882

cm

85

0.9283

l

0.0000
0.0001
0.0006
0.0011

Gamma. Groups {Mev)

2

4

0.0270

0.0574

0.2102

o.4873

0.0815
0.2199

0.1528
0.3825

6

0.0139

0.0371

0.0976
0.1326

Lead Shield

em
55
61
63

Water

%

o.6335
. 0.7334
0.7584

6; o.1eo6

75 0.8593

l

0.0000
0.0003
0.0005
0.0007
0.0017

Gamma Groups (Mev)

2

0.0301
0.1134
0.1462
0.1780
0.2809

4

0.0512
0.1690
0.2140

0.2576

0.4ll3

6

0.0126
0.0417
0.0;31
0.0644
0.1081

CONCLUSIONS
From this investiga;t:ion,. the following eonclusio:ns can be draw:
1.

As would be expected,. the uranium because of the greater

density was a more effective shielding material thtMl the lead
for all weight percent ranges.
2.

For the two component con:t'igu.ra.tion in the low weight percent
region,. a. slight red:u.c tion in tbe percent of the metal causes
a. considerable reduction in the overall weight and radius of

the shield.
3.

The minimum weight configurations for the uranium-iron and
lead-iron shields were combinations of all three ma.teria.ls
indiea.ting that iron was effective in reducing the overa.ll
weight in ea.eh case.

The uranium-iron shield was more

efficient than the lead-iron shield.

4. As the water thickness was increased, the controlling close
sbi:f't.ed from almost 100% neutron control to a.lmo;::rli 100%
ga.mma control..

The neutron dose calculation is much less

accurate than the gamma dose ea.J.cula.tion and the minimum
we.ight points do fall in the region of neutron dose control..
There tore the re.S ults can only be a.s accurate as the accuracy
of the neutron theory employed.
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RECOlV.iMEIIDATIONS
This investigation has been necessarily limited in scope.

Possible

t.opics that could be considered. i n the future are the following :
1.

Use of another~ more accurate method for determining neutron
attenuation since this became the limiting factor in this
investigation.

2.

Use of a different geometry.

3.

Use of a volume distributed source in place of the point
source used here.

4. Inclusion of secondary radiation within the shield .
5.

Optimization on a basis other than just weight - for example,
economic analysis .

6. Use of concrete in place of water.

7. Use of l aminations of the materials involved instead of
the layers used in ·this iuvestigation.

8.

Further study of the uranium- iron combination for possible
shield applications.
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